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Fall 2022-23 IPEDS Collection
• Keyholder lock date was October 19th
• Coordinator lock date will be November 2nd
• Fall Survey updates:

– Institutional Characteristics
– 12-month Enrollment
– Completions
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Coordinator lock date is Wednesday, November 2nd. If you require more changes before the coordinator lock or after the lock, please contact me.As a review, the updates delivered for the Fall surveys:Institutional Characteristics – I reviewed each institution’s tuition and required fee amounts submitted in your Institutional Characteristics survey in Part C for Student Charges. Just checking for inaccurate amounts submitted that did not match the Board approved amounts. 4 or 5 institutions forgot to remove the Special Institutional Fee that the board removed beginning this year.12-Month Enrollment Changes for this year included the Removal of “alien” in the U.S. Nonresident alien term.New question about gender - institutions were to respond to on the form.Data for part-time graduate student enrollment counts added in the upload and detail file.Completions Changes for this year included the Removal of “alien” in the U.S. Nonresident alien term.New question about gender - institutions were to respond to those on the form.For next year’s road map for possible updates:Tweaks are being made in the system’s crosswalk tables regarding the DMA CIP translation into the IPEDS Award Level. I believe the impact were to some of the consolidated institutions (UNG, AUG).On a separate matter, RPA will be reaching out to Academic Affairs regarding award levels for certificates. We want to get their input regarding a possibility of making our certificates more granular.  To my knowledge, a handful of institutions are wanting the numerical value for IPEDS Award Level to be changed. For example, a post-master’s certificate in the DMA may be translated to our DED’s code F for Advanced Certificate; however, code F is translated to IPEDS Award Level 6 for postbaccalaureate certificate; as a result, the graduate level certificate is reported in the Completions survey as a postbaccalaureate certificate (GASOU, Clayton, UNG, GSU - Levels 2 to 6, RPA can fix. Not levels 6 to 8).NCES does not have an award level for an Education Specialist Degree (EdS). Consequently, RPA has had to report your EdS awards as IPEDS as award level 8, which is a Post-master’s certificate, for several years,. The IPEDS helpdesk recently suggested to report them as Award Level 7, which is a Master’s Degree despite and EdS being above that level. So, this topic will be up for discussion at a Data Governance meeting soon.Next year, I want to investigate improving the logic for 2nd majors. We made a tweak a couple of years ago which had modest improvements.(Go to next slide)

https://surveys.nces.ed.gov/ipeds/public/changes-to-the-current-year


Fall 2022-23 IPEDS Collection
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Last, a “Glitch” in the survey (for the last 4 years) is being addressed. Here is an example of the Error message (#10502). NCES programmers are working to removing it.



Winter 2022-23 IPEDS Collection
• Keyholder access December 7th (closes Feb. 8)

• Winter Survey updates:
– Graduation Rates
– 200% Graduation Rates
– Outcome Measures
– Student Financial Aid
– Admissions (self reports)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Keyholder access opens December 8thGraduation Rates & 200%Graduation Rates (RPA provided)No substantial NCES changesNo USG changes or updatesOutcome Measures (RPA provided)No substantial NCES changesNo USG changes or updatesStudent Financial Aid (RPA provided)From NCES, the only substantial change is the disaggregation of the headcounts and financial aid award amounts between the degree seeking and non-degree seeking undergraduate studentsFrom USG, your reported HEERF/GEER data will be included in the survey’s upload and included in the appropriate detail files. More about your Student Financial Aid survey later.Admissions (Institution’s responsibility)   Two new admission considerations have been added   The options for how institutions use the admission considerations have changed   There is now a "50th percentile (median)" for test scores   And a few terminologies and FAQs updatedYou all will receive a few emails from me, especially when your Winter uploads to IPEDS are complete and Winter detail files are made available on MOVEit.As a reminder, the transfer out data from NSC will be in the uploads for GR and OM.

https://surveys.nces.ed.gov/ipeds/public/changes-to-the-current-year


Spring 2022-23 IPEDS Collection
• Spring Survey updates:

– Fall Enrollment
– Human Resources
– Academic Libraries (self reports)

– Finance (self reports)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Also looking ahead at the Spring IPEDS cycle - Fall Enrollment (RPA provided)No NCES changes or revisions in the materialsNo USG changes or updatesHuman Resources (RPA provided)No NCES changes or revisions in the materialsNo USG changes or updatesAcademic Libraries (Institution’s responsibility)No NCES changes or revisions in the materialsNo USG changes or updatesFinance (Institution’s responsibility)No NCES changes or revisions in the materialsNo USG changes or updates

https://surveys.nces.ed.gov/ipeds/public/changes-to-the-current-year


Student Financial Aid
HEERF (Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As you all recall, in response to COVID-19 challenges during the last three years, the federal government has authorized supplemental funding for colleges and universities to provide grant aid to students (Student Portion), and to cover institutional costs associated with changes to delivery of instruction (Institutional Portion), via the Higher Education Emergency Relief Fund (HEERF). To date, there have been three phases of HEERF aid:HEERF I: In the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act or, CARES Act. Passed by Congress on March 27, 2020HEERF II: In the Coronavirus Response and Relief Supplemental Appropriations Act or, CRRSAA Act. Signed into law on December 27, 2020 HEERF III: In the American Rescue Plan or, ARP. Signed into law on March 11, 2021. Also, the Supplemental Support under American Rescue Plan, or SSARP. Additionally, please note that portions of HEERF  (I, II, & III)  were designated under the title Governor’s Emergency Education Relief Fund (GEER). Throughout this document, all mentions of HEERF are inclusive of GEER aid as well. IPEDS requires that HEERF (and GEER) grant aid awarded be included in certain parts of the SFA survey. For the past two survey cycles, institutions have manually updated the IPEDS interface to report HEERF grant aid data before keyholder lock. To ease institutional burden for the 2022-23 SFA survey cycle, RPA will collect information on HEERF grant aid from institutions directly and incorporate this information into the reports that are uploaded to the IPEDS interface. As a result, the institution keyholder will only need to review and validate the data in the IPEDS interface and are not required make manual adjustments to account for HEERF.
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Student Financial Aid
Institution’s HEERF/GEER Data Source
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Revenue Account: 491110 – Fed CARES/HEERF Grants-Non-Operating

Expense Account: 781180 – CARES/HEERF Grant Expense

Fund: 20000 - Sponsored

Program: 18100 - Scholarships

Class: 61000 – Sponsored - Federal

Project ID: “HEERF_GRANTS” or “CARES_GEER” embedded in Project ID

CFDA: 84.425E or 84.425C

Your institution may use additional revenue/expense accounts to store HEERF and GEER aid so please 
ensure that you consult these sources if applicable.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Included in the SFA guidance is information regarding the possible data source for HEERF/GEER records. Institutions were instructed to record HEERF II & III  along with GEER grant aid in PeopleSoft’s Expense Account 781180 – CARES/HEERF Grant Expense. We just encourage you to reference this data source, so that the reported data are as consistent and accurate as possible. If your institution awarded any HEERF/GEER emergency grants via financial aid disbursements, you need to consult with both financial aid and accounting personnel.
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On October 10th, I placed a file on each institution’s MOVEit folder that contain student identifiers for the undergraduate students that were reported in the IPEDS 2021 Fall Enrollment survey. This is the population, or cohort of undergraduate students that make the basis for the SFA survey.I want to thank Nick at Dalton for working with me as our beta tester. He and Carol Jones from their business office gladly provided data to use for testing this year’s new approach.Each student's social security number, institutional student ID (Banner ID), institutional student UID (PIDM), and the institution's SET ID are included in your institution's file. The variety of student identifiers are intended to accommodate the campus departments that may prefer data matching to its unique data source (s).The file includes a blank column labeled EMERG (Emergency Grant). Institutions need to determine the amount of HEERF (including GEER) grant aid awarded to each student in the file and provide that information in the EMERG column. 
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an example of an updated file. For students that did not receive any HEERF aid, please fill in 0. Your institution should use your campus’ local data source(s) to report all CARES ACT, HEERF I, HEERF II, and/or HEERF III (and SSARP) data that the undergraduate student was awarded during Fiscal Year 2022 (Fall 2021 and Spring 2022 terms). All HEERF and GEER grant aid awarded in FY2022 needs to be reported, whether it was awarded through financial aid disbursements or student accounts or allocated from the Student or Institution Portion. Finally, you should not report students or amounts used to waive student debts.



Student Financial Aid
HEERF/GEER Reporting Deadline
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o DEADLINE
     Institution needs to complete and upload by Friday, November 4, 2022

o Upload to MOVEit by Friday, November 4, 2022
     Location: ResearchandPolicyAnalysis>Institution Name>To USG>

o Rename file as IPEDS_SFA_EMERG_institution_UPDATED



Housekeeping

• Manual changes to your IPEDS data
– Document
– Email me

• NPC
• Turnover
• Report requests (e.g., FTF)
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Okay – Some housekeeping now!Any manual changes saved to your IPEDS survey should be reported to us. Just document your change for your records and email me the information along with your justification.The Net Price Calculator – I have delivered email reminders in May and July this year to update your published NPC to at least the 2020-21 fiscal year.Experiencing turnover? Please continue to keep us informed of your personnel changes. You can schedule an appointment with us to discuss how we can assist others in their new role in IR.For example,Assist w/ Keyholder access and training materialsMOVEit account/RPA folder accessUSG listservsOnline directoriesCognos accessReport requests – Please always email. Request are placed in a queue. First come first serve basis.IPEDS First-time Freshman detail files (Next slide)
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IPEDS First-time Freshman
Fall 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The IPEDS First-time Freshman files were delivered earlier this week to MOVEit, along with this email to the listserv. As usual, please use it for your self-reported IPEDS Admissions survey this Winter Collection Cycle.This way the odds are less that you’ll need to unlock the Admission survey in the Spring Collections Cycle when you’re working on reconciling with the Fall Enrollment survey.
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IPEDS First-time Freshman logic update
Beginning Fall 2022

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This was an email back in August of this year to the listserv from Rachana describing the updates to the IPEDS First-time freshman and SER Beginning Freshman logic.As a reminder, we now collect the full date (MM/DD/YYYY) for a student’s high school graduation starting with Summer 2022. Previously only the year (YYYY) of the graduation was collected. The purpose of collecting the full date is to use this new variable in the logic identifying which students are FTF and BF. The logic now uses the full high school graduation date to compare with transfer attendance dates to determine if those transfer records are college credits that started before graduation from high school. This change impacts both IPEDS First-time Freshman and SER’s Beginning Freshman. This will result in fewer FTF and BFs compared to the older logic, as we are now able to accurately identify, and subsequently exclude (from FTF/BF consideration) students who enrolled in college level coursework after they graduated from high school.An additional request was made to better align the IPEDS FTF logic with the federal definition with respect to enrollment during the summer term prior to fall, impacting the IPEDS FTF logic. This change allows students who enrolled for college credit at any institution in the summer prior to fall enrollment at USG to be IPEDS FTF, so long as they meet all other relevant criteria. Previously, only students who enrolled in a USG institution in the summer prior to fall were considered. This change only impacts IPEDS FTF, and better reflects the definition outlined by the NCES. This will result in more IPEDS FTF compared to the older logic, since we now consider summer enrollment outside of USG. 
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HRDM 2022



HRDM 2022
 Updated HR resource documents 
 Extraction updates for speed

 Should stop errors in loading data 
seen in the 2021 collection

 Remember, ~2-day delay for PS 
updates to appear in Cognos reports
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please don’t forget to save our HRDM page in your favorites! We keep it updated regularly with everything you need to know.Recently, updates were made to the extraction process to improve performance and speed.Should stop errors in loading data seen in the 2021 collectionPlease remember, there is a 2-day delay for PeopleSoft updates to appear in your Cognos reports

https://www.usg.edu/research/reporting_resources/hrdm_data


HRDM 2022 Website
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Again, please make sure to use the HRDM resources on the website – The updated guidance documents are still divided by those relevant to IPEDS or Digest, as well as changes to the collection. 

https://www.usg.edu/research/reporting_resources/hrdm_data
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HRDM 2022 Website

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Previous years’ guidance documents are in the ‘archive’ section of the website. If you’re needing to know about prior year changes, please be sure to look here.

https://www.usg.edu/research/reporting_resources/hrdm_data
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HRDM 2022 Cognos
The HR IPEDS detail file is 
a data dump of all your 
IPEDS employees. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On the Cognos IPEDS reports page, please take note of a few features implemented last year: At the top is the link to the HRDM website we just reviewed with the guidance documents. On the right under the Detail Files header, you can access the two different detail files. As a reminder, the IPEDS HR detail file is a subset of the HR detail file. Also on the right side just below, you will see a count of employees that are tagged as requires review, or who are currently ‘gender unknown.’ 



 HRDM data validations will 
open November 1st, 2022 
for the 2022 collection

 No changes to the IPEDS 
survey this year, please 
review the numerous 2020 
changes

 ITS help desk tickets for 
changes to the HRDM 
listserv or Cognos access
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HRDM 2022
Subject: 2022 HRDM 
Data Validations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are no changes to the IPEDS survey this year. To help us help you, please make sure your HR POCs are updated, you can do this with an ITS help desk ticket. Also, use help desk tickets to request access to Cognos, or for other HRDM data validation related issues. Help Desk tickets should be your first approach for help, and then your questions will be routed to RPA, a department in ITS, or shared services as appropriate. 



HRDM
Human Resources Data Element Dictionary

New Features

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
IF YOU HAVE MISSED IT: the Human Resources Data Element Dictionary is getting a makeover!



HRDM
HRDED Intro Page

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We have added an introduction page to the HR DED, to clarify what information is included in each area for each element. Note that the Business Practices section now refers to relevant knowledge articles accessed through service now, and the Valid Values section now includes a reference to a new report called the PeopleSoft to HRDM Valid Value mapping report – which will be shown in a few slides. 



HRDM
HRDED Intro Page

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Two new sections have been added as well:PeopleSoft’s Page and Navigation.This should help bridge the gap of information on the connection between PeopleSoft and what we have stored in the HRDM at the system level.



For elements with many values that are updated frequently (e.g., 
Job Code), valid values will not be listed in the HR DED but can be 
found in the PeopleSoft to HRDM Valid Value Mapping Report

HRDM
HRDED Valid Values

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here we’re looking at the new PeopleSoft to HRDM Valid Value Mapping Report. This report is available online on the same webpage as the HR DED, it is also available to run in Cognos, located with the HRDED. This report has two parts – the first part shown here lists all of the valid values in the HRDM. 

https://www.usg.edu/research/assets/research/documents/PeopleSoftToHRDMValidValueMappingReport.xlsx


HRDM
HRDED Valid Values - Translation

Not all values are the same in OneUSG as in the HRDM. The second 
part of the PeopleSoft to HRDM Valid Value Mapping Report shows 
the relationship between PeopleSoft and HRDM values

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The second part of the report shows the relationship between values in Peoplesoft and the values stored in the HRDM. You’ll see the PS Status noted as either A (active) meaning it is available to select or I (inactive) meaning it is no longer available to select in PS but we have the value in the HRDM for historical reporting. You’ll also see on the far-right side that HRDM values, descriptions, and translated status are listed, so that the relationship between the two systems is clear and accessible. 

https://www.usg.edu/research/assets/research/documents/PeopleSoftToHRDMValidValueMappingReport.xlsx


Please note not all elements are updated yet, though the project did 
prioritize elements related to IPEDS reporting. 
Check the change history for a 2022 review date

HRDM
HRDED Updated Elements



Questions?
Patrick Harris 
(IPEDS Questions)
Patrick.Harris@usg.edu

Leslie Hodges
(HR Collections questions, 
HRDED questions)
Leslie.Hodges@usg.edu
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(Leslie’s cat Titus)

(Patrick’s dogs Duke & Ranger)

mailto:Patrick.Harris@usg.edu
mailto:leslie.hodges@usg.edu
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